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Main category: French irregular verbs There are about 350 irregular verbs that do not conjugate in either the first or the second conjugation. For simplicity, these very diverse verbs are traditionally grouped into a third group. All existing unappedations are detailed and discussed on this page. Defective verbs are discussed in the
application: French defective verbs Classification of irregular verbs in the third group can be further classified into the following subgroups: avoir and tre verb irregular in-er: aller, envoyer and renvoyer. Irregular verbs in -ir: Verbs in-ir, the conjugation of which seems to mix the first and second conjugation. Almost all verbs ending in -llir, -
vrir and -frir are part of this group. The verbs in -ir with the current singular indicative conjugation end in consonant sound, but otherwise as early style. These verbs are mostly in-the-shooting. The verbs in -ir with the alternating stem, mainly these are in -enir (i.e. tenir, venir and their derived verbs) Verbs in -oir Verbs in consonant're verbs
in -dre and-tre where the root varies, or because the root stamp, or /d t/ is replaced. Verbs in -dre, -pre, -ttre and -cre Verbs in -vre Verbs in -a'tre and -o'tre verbs in vowel're verbs in -uire verbs in -oire Verbs in -ure Verbs in -ore Verbs in -ore Verbs in -ire have verbs: Thanks to its first vow in /ɛ/, some of the verbs It is the only verb that has
a plural first-person in-mes instead -ons beyond the historical past, and one in three to have a plural second person in -tes instead of -ez (along with heavy and faire). Auxiliary are also the only verbs whose subjunctive present first and second person plural are in-ons, -ez, not-ions, -iez (compare coions, croyons). This often leads to
spelling errors in both directions. Both verbs contain subjunctive forms of imperative. Irregular pronunciations of these verbs include il est (/ɛ/, not /ɛt/ or /ɛst/) and eu-pronounced/y/ in all avoir conjuctions. Please also note that the prototype ai is pronounced /e/, not /ɛ/. Etre Participles: this, Tant Approximate present: suis, es, est, somme,
etes, sont Imperfect: first group of endings Past historical: fus, fus, foot, fumes, feths, furent Future / conditional: ser'first-group endings Subjunctive Present: sois, sois soit, soyons, soyez, soient Imperfect: vanity, vanity, fet, fuss, fussiez, fussy imperative: sois, soyons, soyez Etre has four different stems: (e)s-, fu- (both of the Latin esse
(be), the perfect foie), the inflection of subjunctive inclination on the essay from where asseoir). See Romance Copula for more. Avoir Participles: eu, ayant Indicative ai, as, avons, avez, ont Imperfect: av'first-group endings Past historical: eus, eus, eut, e'mes, e'tes, eurent Future/conditional: aur'first-group endings Subjunctive gift: aie, ais,
ait, ayons, ayez, aient Imperfect: eusse, eusses, e't, eussions, eussiez, eussent Imperative: aie, ayons, ayez irregular verbs in -er'edit) There are only three verbs in -er considered part of the third conjugation: aller, envoyer. Aller'edit' The slinging of the aller includes no less than four different origins: all-/aill- (from the late Latin alar), v-
(from vadere) and ir- (from Anger). Beyond that, most of the endings are those of the first group verbs: Aller Participles: All -First Endings of the Band Indigenous Present: vais, vas, va, allons, allez, vont Imperfect: all'first-group endings Past historic: all'first-group endings Future / conditionally: ir'first-group endings Subjunctive Gift: aille,
ailles, aille, allions, alliez, aillent Imperfect: all'first-group endings Imperative: allons, allons, allons Envoyer and renvoyer'edit' These two verbs are conjugated mainly like other verbs in -yer, except for the future and conditional. If they were regular, they would look like the wrong vuar conjugations. This analogy led to the fact that these
times are identical to the times of this verb: Indicative: The Future: (r)enverr-first group of endings (enverrai...) Conditionally: (r)enverr-first group of imperfect indicative endings (enverrais...) Irregular verbs in verbs, combining the ending of the first and second group, cueillir and related verbs cueillir, accueillir and recueillir are conjuged, as
if they were verbs of the first group, except for past historical, past participle and subedictive imperfect, whose endings are those cueillant Indicative present: cueill' first group endings Imperfect: cueill-first group endings Past historic: cueill'second-group endings Future / conditionally: cueiller-first group endings Imperfect: cueill'second-
group of endings Imperative: cueill'first group of endings Assaillir, saillir, d'faillir) are conjuged as the above verbs, but their normal conjugation in the future and conditional - verbs of the second group. However, there are significant fluctuations and they often conjugate like cueillir instead. This is because the final /i/ usually comes down to
the seam in pronunciation, making the future and conditional almost homophonic with the verbs of the first group. Assaillir Participles: assailli, assaillant Indicative Gift: assaill Endings Imperfect: assaill'first-group endings Past historic: assaill-second group endings Future/conditional: assaillir/assailler-first-group endings Sabjunctive
present: assaill-first group endings Imperfect: assaill-second group endings Imperative: assaill'first group endings according to traditional grammarians Defaillier has an archaic alternative conjugation (unsurprisingly identical to the archaic forms of failure that are currently conjuged as the verb of the second group), where the future and
conditional use of root deofaudre- and present singular is je d'faus, tu d'faus, il d'faut. Offrir, ouvrir, souffrir and related verbs edit verbs, souffrir, ouvrir and derivatives of the latter are conjured as assaillir, except that futures and conditional in-er much, much less common, and they have past participation in -ert. Souffrir Participles: Sufert,
Suffragette Indicative Present: Suffragette First Group Endings Imperfect: souffr-first group endings Past historic: souffr'second-group endings Future / conditionally: souffle-first group endings Subjunttive gift: suffragette of the first group of endings Imperfect: Suffler's second group of endings Of The Imperatives: souffr-first-group than
multiple edit These verbs represent an original pattern as a result of Latin verbs, ending in Ore, while these verbs with -iss are formed from Latin verbs in -eser. Initially, both patterns existed side by side (as in Italian), but over time most of them moved to the model -iss- which led to the fact that this model was considered a normal and
short model irregularly. Mentir'edit' Series of verbs (mentir, dormir, servir, partir, toilet, sentir) lose consonant preceding -ir in the only present indicative. Mentir Participles: menti, mentant Indicative Gift: mens, mens, ment, mentons, mentez, mentent Imperfect: ment'first-group endings Past historic: ment'second-group endings
Future/conditional: mentir-first-group endings Subjunctive: ment'first-group-group endings mentons, mentez The verb assortir There are two verbs ressortir, the first means to come out again or stand out and conjuges like a toilet, the other means to come in province, jurisdiction, competence, and is the verb of the second group. They are
often confused. There is a tendency to move the department to the second, rather than the conjugation of the third group. Bouillir'edit Bouillir is very similar to mentir, but loses more letters due to its spelling (consonant lost, /j/, spelled -ill-). His future and conditional are often in -ER-, but much than with assaillir and and Relatives. The verb
is also often conjugated, as if its infinitive was a buer, and its subjunctive real singular was a conjugated bue, bue, bue instead of a buoy. Bouillir Participle: bouilli, bouillant Estimated gift: bous, bous, fight, broths, bouillez, bouillent Imperfect: bouill'first-group endings Past historical: bouill'second-group endings Future / conditionally:
bouillir'first-group endings Subterwhile present: bouill'first-group endings Imperfect: bouill'second-group endings Imperative: bous, bouillon, bouillez v'tir As in previous periods, literary use often conjugates it as a second group verb. This indecision dates back to the earliest period of the French language, although the conjugation given
here now prevails. In normal use, however, the verb and its derivatives were completely withered habiller. The conjugation of the curir is a mixture of rendre and murira. This is not surprising given that its original infinitive was courre (which is still used as a future stem) and then was modified to be more like the last verb. Kurre as a verbal
noun is still part of the vocabulary of doghunting: chasse and courre. Vetir Participle: Vetu, v'tant Indigenous Present: Branches, Veth, Vet, Vete, Vete, Vetent Imperfect: Veth First Group Endings Past Historic: Vet-Second Group Endings Future / Conditional: Vithir First Group Of Endings Subjunctive Present: v't'first-group Endings
Imperfect v't courant Indicative Gift: cours, cours, court, courons, courez, courent Imperfect: cour'first-group endings Past historical: courus, curus, kurut, chickens, chickens, cururent future/conditionally: courr-first group of endings Subjunctive present: cour'first-group endings Imperfect: courusse, courusses, cour't, courussions,
courussiez, couruss Imperative: cours, courons, courez Verbs with variable stem (edit) These verbs display variations of stems in the same places as verbs such as lever (future, conditional, indicative and subjunctive gift), with the addition of past historical and subjunctive inclination imperfect (except for murir). The compounds of
qu'rerir'edit the verb qu'rer itself fell out of use, replaced by a kueter and a churcher, but its compounds (accurer, concurir, encurir, eckerir) are still in use. Acqu'rir Participles: acquis, acqu'rant Indicative Gift: acquiers, acquiers, acquirons, acqu'rez, acqui'rent Imperfect: acqu're'first-group endings Past historic: acqu'second-group endings
Future / conditionally: acquerr'first-group endings subjunctive present: acqui're, acqui're These two verbs, like their derivatives, are conjugated in the same way as these two verbs. Venir Participles: venu, venant Indicative Present: viens, viens, vient, venons, venez, viennent Imperfect: ven'first-group endings Past: historic: vins, vins,
screw, venms, ventes, vinrent Future/conditional: viendr-first group of endings subjunctive gift: vienne, viennes, viennes, venions, veniez, viennent Imperfect: vinsse, vinsses, v'nt, vinsions, vinssiez, vinssent Imperative: viens venez tiens, tient, tenons, tenez, tiennent Imperfect: ten'first-group endings Past historical: banks, jars, hue,
t'nmes, t'ntes, tinrent Future /conditionally: tiendr-first group of endings Subjunctive Present: tiennes, tiennes, tenions, tenions Iez, tiennent Imperfect: tinsse, tinsses, t'nt, tin cans, tinssiez, tin imperative: tiens, tenons, tenez Mourir'edit' Mourir'conjugation mourir similarly to that of courir, but has a variation of vowel and a very different past
participle. Mourir Participle: mort, mourant Indicative Gift: meurs, meurs, meurt, mourons, mourez, meurent Imperfect: mour'first-group endings Past: mourus, mourus, mourut, mour'memes, mour'tes, moururent future/conditional: mourr-first-group endings Subjunctive Present: meure, meure, mourions, mouriez, meurez mourussent
Imperative: meurs, mourons, mourez fuir'edit' Conjugation of foear and enfuar especially in having an alternative stem in indicative imperfection: Fuir Participle: fui, fuyant Indicative Present: fuis, fuis, fuit, fuyons, fuyez historical: foie second group endings Future / conditional: fuir-first group endings subjunctive present::, fuyez, fuyions,
fuyiez, fuient Imperfect: foie second group endings Imperative: fuis, fuyons, fuyez Bruire was once conjugated as fuir (hence the adjective bruyant) with bʁɥiʁ infinitive, modern/bʁy.iʁ/), but this harness was mostly loaded. Verbs in -oir'edit' These verbs derive from the Latin second conjugation, whose infinitives ended in -Era. - - regularly
became -oi - when stressed in French. Verbs with a special present indicative in -eu- (edited) These verbs have an irregular future and conditional, and a monosyllabic singular indicative using vowel ///z/. They have identical conjugations in several times. Vouloir and pouvoir are two of the few verbs whose second singular face doesn't
always end in-s (in the indicative present, it ends in -x). Puvoar Rovouar has two possible first-person conjugations, which are tentatively present. The very formal puis is the original form, superseded in everyday use in the 17th century by peux, reconstructed on the third and Persons. Puis is still considered the only possible form in the
inverted interrogation structure: Puis-je vous aider? (Can I help you?) The verb, by its very meaning, is not used in the imperative. Participles: pu, pouvant indicative present: peux (puis), peux, peut, pouvons, pouvez, peuvent Imperfect: pouv'first-group endings Past historic: pus, pus, put, p'mes, p'tes, purring Future/conditional: pourr'first-
group ending Subjunctive present: puisses puisse, puissions, puissiez, puissent Imperfect:, pusses, p't,, pussiez, pussent Imperative: non-existent Vouloir'edit' Use of subjunctive forms in the imperative, and the indicative present multiple of the first and second person for subjunctive, are 17th century innovations. There are significant
semantic differences between forms. In subjunctive inclination, the original forms are still in random literary use. The current participle veuillant is occasionally used, especially in the middle French. Participles: voulu, voulant Indicative present: veux, veux, veut, voulons, voulez, veulent Imperfect: voul'first-group endings Past historical:
voulus, voulus, voulut, voul'tes, voulurent Future/conditional: voudr'first-group ending voulions/veuillions, vouliez/veuilliez, veuillent: voulusses, voul't, voulussions, voulussiez, voulussent Imperative: veuille, veuillons, veuillez or veux, voulons, voulez It is not clear whether to follow subjunctive forms veuillions and veuilliez should be written
with the ending in -iez/-ions or -ez/-ons, as these forms were replaced at a time when spelling was still in a significant flow. Writing with additional is given here for consistency with most verbs. Mouvoir and pleuvoir 'edit) Except for the fact that pleuvoir (rain) is an impersonal verb, and therefore hardly used outside of a third party singular
or plural (literary license often did so, but it is rare), and that mouvoir has traditionally been a circular emphasis on its particular male past participle (see. below), these verbs, in fact, conjugated equally: Mouvoir Participles: mu/mae, mouvant indiosity present: meus, meus, meut, mouvons, mouvez, meuvent Imperfect: mouv'first-group
endings Past historical: mus, mus, mut, m'memes, m'tes, murent Future/conditional: mouvr meuves, meuve, mouvions, mouviez, meuvent Imperfect: musse, musses, m't, mussions, mussiez, mussent Imperative: meus, mouvons, mouvez Pleuvoir Participles: plu, pleuvant Indicative Present: pleut, pleuvent Imperfect: pleuvait : plut, plurent
Future/: conditional pleuvr-first group of endings Subsage present : pleuve, pleuvent Imperfect: pluth, plussent Imperative: unused male singular mouvoir in the past was written around the world (though not in its derivatives, such as Muvoir). The abandonment of this diacritic was recommended by the Francaise Academy in 1990,
although use remains mixed. The verbs in -evoir-edit This conjugation includes verbs in -cevoir, such as recevoir and concevoir, as well as devoir and redevoir (minus sedillas present in the conjugation of other verbs). Devoir is a little different in that his masculine special past participle has a circle to distinguish it from the homographic
preposition du. In 1990 it was recommended to abandon the same emphasis on the past participle redevoir, but the use is not settled on this issue (which is difficult to establish, since the verb is very rare). Recevoir and devoir Participles: re'nu, recevant: d, devant Indicative Present: re'ois, Re'oi, recevons, recevez, re'oivent/ dois, dois,
doit, devons, devez, doivent Imperfect: recev-first-group endingss reus, reute, craft, craft, reentes, res, dus, dut, d'mes, d'tes, durent Future/conditional: recevr-first-group endings // devr'first-groups Subcjuntive Present: re'oive recevions, receviez, re'oivent/ doives, doive, devions, deviez, doivent Imperfect: re'usse, re'usses, re't, re'ussions,
re'ussiez, re'ussent, dusse, dusses, d't, dussions, dussiez, dussent Imperative: re'ois, recevons, recevez / dois, devons, devez Other verbs edit Savoir'edit The original present participle savoir was savant, now a noun (scientist). Its first-person singular is being pronounced /se/ or /sɛ/. Like the verbs avoir, Tre and vouloir, this is the last
verb with irregular imperative forms (different from current forms) using subjunctive forms. (The -ch - in the subjunctive stem is a regular development of Latin /pi/ zgt; /pj/.) Savoir Participles: su, sachant (archaic scientist) Indicative present: sais, sais, sait, savons, savez, savent Imperfect: sav'first-group endings Past historic: sus, sus, sus,
sut, smes, s'tes, surent Future/conditional saur-first-groups sachent Imperfect: susse, susses, s't, sussions, sussiez, sussent Imperative: sache, sachons, sachez Voir and its derivatives, including pourvoir'edit' Voir, revoir and entrevoir have euphonic /j/ in several forms (as with verbs in all forms in wa/) whose past is a historical and
imperfect subjunctive action in i, not you. The prevoir and pourvoir have a future in-oir, with pourvoir further conjugation, like other verbs in -oir in the past of historical and imperfect subjunctive inclination. Voir Participles: vu, voyant Indicative Present: vois, vois, voit, voyons, voyez, voient Imperfect: voy'first-group Past Historical: v'second-
group endings Future / conditional: verr-first group endings Subdi thread present: voie, voies, voions, voyions, voivoyez, voient Imperfect: v'second-group endings Imperative: vois, voyons, voyez Prevoir Indicative Future / Conditional: pr'voir-first group ending pourvus pourvut, pourv'mes, pourv'tes, pourvurent Future/conditional: pourvoir-
first group of endings Subsage Imperfect: pourvusse, pourvusse, pourv'tes, pourvussions, pourvussent Falloir'edit' This impersonal verb, originally a form of faillir is used only in the third person. Although it was once a real participle fallant, this form fell out of use completely. Participles: fallu, fallant (present participation unused) Indicative
present: faut Imperfect: fallait Past historical: fallut Future/conditional: faudra/faudrait Subordging present: faille Imperfect: fall'tapp: Imperative unused Valoir'edit' Verbs in this group are the only other verbs next to the pouir Valoir Participles: valu, valant Indicative Present: vaux, vaux, vaut, valons, valez, valent Imperfect: val'first-group
endings Past historic: valus, valus, valus, valut, val'tes, valurent Future/conditional: vaudr-first-ending groups Subjunctive Present: va valilleions, valiez, vaillent Imperfect: valusse, valusses, val't, valussions, valussiez, valussent Imperative: vaux, valons, valez Prevaloire subjunctive gift: preval, preval, prevalions, prevalions, prevalions,
prevaleze, prevalalization of theularity of theularity, the valley. Asseoir and derivatives edit Asseoir has a complicated history of conjugation going all the way back to the old French, where variations of the now rare and defective seoir are known to exist. In modern use, it has two common conjugations (named oh and e conjugations) and
one option noticeably from the future/conditional conjugation (named eye conjugation). The optional, non-standard conjugation (using i), used mainly in informal use, currently exists by tracing the origin of the verb, but it is not entirely clear whether its infinitive should be an Assassin or an assyrian/assyrian. Today -oi-conjugation prevails
in colloquial and informal use, with -e-forms considered more literary in most areas (except Belgium). Eyes are even more highly marked, and are now rare, while -i- are limited to marked dialectical or informal use, and more often in North America than in Europe (where they are most common in indicative present). Conjugation in -i is, in
fact, that the cirorcira (see below), the variations of dire's Although rasseoir has the same conjugation problems as asseoir, the surseoir uses only forms in -oi-. However, the use is usually to use -e- in the future that is not present in asseoir. seoir and messeoir are defective and use forms in -e- 1990 spelling reforms recommended



suppression of all additional es in the infinitive or future of these verbs, but the use is not fully settled. The analogy is often restored in current and future forms (r)asseoir and surseoir. Asseoir (-oi- спряжение) Участие: assis, assoyant Индикативное настоящее время: assois, assois, assoit, assoyons, assoyez, assoient
Несовершенный: assoy'first-ground окончаний Прошлое историческое: ass'second-group окончаний Будущее / условный: assoir assoies, assoie, assoyions, assoyiez, assoient Несовершенный: ass'second-group окончаний Императив: assois, assoyons, assoyez Asseoir (-е - и -глаз - спряжения) Participle: ассис, asseyant
Индикативное настоящее время: assieds, assieds, assieds, assied, assied, asseyons, asseyez, asseyent (архаично assi'ent) Несовершенный: assey'first-ground окончаний Прошлое историческое: ass'second-группы окончаний Будущее / условный: assi'r/asseyer'first-ground окончаний Сослагательный настоящее время:
asseye, asseye, assseyions, asseyiez asseyons, asseyez Asseoir/Assire (-i- спряжение) Участие: assis, assisant Индикативное настоящее время: assis, assis, assit, assisons, assisez, assisent Несовершенный: assis-first-ground концы Прошлые исторические: ass'second-group endings Будущее/условное : assis-первый-земля
окончаний Несовершенный: ass'second-группы окончаний Императив: ассис, assisons, assisez Дехуар и Чоир редактировать несколько форм этих глаголов очень редко. (The basic form of the choir is out of date in modern French.) Because of their value, they are not used in the imperative. Dehoir Participle: dechu, deschaant
Estimated gift: d'chois, d'chois, d'choit, d'choyons, d'choyez, d'choient Imperfect: d'ch's first group of endings (alternative: d'choy'first-group endings) Past historic: d'chus, d'chus, d'chus, d'chus d'cut d'choyions, d'choyiez, d'hient Imperfect: d'chusse, d'chusses, dechet, d'h'ussiez, d'chussent Imperative: unused In old writings sometimes
used conjugation, similar to the conjugation of the Asseuar: deschetes, deche, deche, decha, dechaes, dechaes, dechaes. Verbs in cossonant verbs in -dre and -tre with variation in root verbs in -indre'edit' These verbs in -aindre (craindre, plaindre...), -eindre (peindre, teindre...) or -oindre (joindre...) differ from more common forms forms
ending in -s and -t, not -ds and -d. Craindre Participle: craint, craignant Indicative present: crains, crains, craint, craignons, craignez, craignent Imperfect: craign'first-group endings Past historic: craign'second-ground endings Future / conditionally: craindr-first group endings Sublingable present: craign 'First-group endings Imperfect:
craign'second-group endings Imperative: crains, craignons verbs in -soudre'edit' Verbs dissoudre, absoudre and r'soudre all derived from the outdated verb soudre. The original regular past participles dissoudre and absoudre have become adjectives, leading to their modern participles. The male form of these participles is abnormal,
ending in -s, whereas feminine is in-te. The 1990 spelling reform recommended male in-t. In addition, they are generally considered to have no past historical or imperfect subjunctive inclination. Although these two forms are very rare, they are used and easily reconstructed from the rudre Resudre Participle: r'solu, r'solvant (but
absous/absoute, absolvant and dissous/dissoute, Dissolution) Indiation present: r'sous, r'sous, r'ssout, r'solvons, r'solvent Imperfect: r'solv'first group endings Past: r'solus, r'solus, r'solut, r'sol'mes, r'sol'tes, r'solurent Future/conditional: resol, resol, resal, resal, res resolvions, resolves, resolwent imperfect: resoluss, resoluss, resolsions,
resolussions, resolussions, resolussent Imperative: resolus, resolvones, resolves Assolves with verbs in -indre, future and Conditional is often formed with a root-decider- instead -soudr-Prendre-editEd Prendre conjugation and its derivatives has a superficial resemblance to the rendr, but differs in several areas, most notably in the
monosyllabic past of historical and participle, and the loss of d in a number of other places. Prendre Participle: pris, prenant Indicative present: prends, prends, prends, prends, prenent Imperfect: pren'first-group endings Past historical: pr'second-group endings Future / conditionally: prendr-first-land endings Substant present: prenne,
prennes, prenne, prenions, preniez, prennent Imperfect: pr'second-group endings Imperative: prends, prenons, prenez Mettre'edit' Conjugation of this verb and its derivatives are mostly that of battre, but for the past historical, past participle and imperfect sub-unit, which are those of prendre. Mettre Participle: mis, mettant Indicative
Present: mets, mets, mettons, mettez, mettent Imperfect: mett'first-group endings Past historic: m'second-group endings Future/conditional: mettr-first-ground endings Subjunctive Present: mette, mettes, mette, mettions, mettent Ending The Imperative: mets, mettons, mettez coudre'edit' verb coudre and its derivatives have root in cous-
where prendre has root in pren (n) - or pr-. Coudre Participle: cousu, cousant Indicative Present: couds, couds, coud, cousons, coust, cousent Imperfect: cous-first group of endings Past historical: cous-second group of endings Future/conditional: coudr-first group of endings Subjunctive Present: cous-first-group cousez Moudre'edit'
Conjugation moudre and moudre, which uses moul-where root moul-where pren(n)- or pr-, slowly blurs, with periphrasis used in speech to avoid forms homonymous with mouler. Moudre Participle: mule, moulant Indicative gift: mousses, mousses, mulons, mules, mules, mulin Imperfect: mule of the first group of endings Past historical:
mulus, mulus, mulutes, mules, moulurent Future / conditional moudrulu mosses, moulusions moulussent Imperative: mouds, moulons, moulez Common verbs in consonants re These verbs ending in -endre, -andre, -ondre and -rdre, as well as battre, f Outre, rompre and vaincre, with all their derivatives Common verbs in -dre, battre,
foutre and rompre-edit- The only change between these three groups of verbs is in the treatment of the only indicative present and imperative. Almost all verbs in -dre have -ds, -ds, -ds, -d, but verbs in -ttre may not have tts, and therefore have -ts, -ts, while foutre has -s, -s, although forms of in-ts are often found. It is also very rare in
imperfect subjunctive and past historical, to the point often given as defective. The verb rompre is unusual in being pattern-ps, -ps, -pt. Rendre Participle: rendu, rendant Indicative present: rends, rends, rand, rendons, rendez, Rendent Imperfect: rend'first-group endings Past historic: rend'second-group endings Future / conditionally:
rendr'first-group endings subjunctive present: rend'first-group endings Imperfect: rend'second-group endings: rendons rendez Battre Battez Foutre Estimative gift: fous, fous, fout, fout, fout, fout, fout foutons, foutez Rompre Indigenous present: romp, romp, rompt, rompons, rompez, rompent Imperative: romps, rompons, rompez vaincre
and convaincre 'edit' edit) Conjury vaincre and its derivatives are characterized by a change of c to qu before vowels (all vowels, unlike Spanish verbs in the past- The form of vainc takes euphonic -t - when inverted (Vainc-t-il ? /vɛ̃.til/), similar to Third-person singulars ending in -t and -d. These changes are purely retographic; in
pronunciation he conjuged identically rendre: Vaincre Participle: vaincu, vainquant Indicative present: vaincs, vaincs, vainc, vainquons, vainquez, vainquent Imperfect: vainqu'first group endings Past historical: vainqu 'second group endings Future / conditionally: vaincr'first group of endings Socly present: vainqu Ending of the first group
Imperfect: vainqu'second-group of endings Imperative: vaincs, vainquons vainquez Verbs in -vre'edit' Suivre'edit Conjugation of this verb and his relatives are very similar to the rendre, except for past participle and astographic changes in the only present revealing: Suivre Participle: suiviple, suivant Indigenous present: suis, suis, suit,
suivons, suivez, suivent Imperfect: suiv-first group of endings Past historical: suiv'second-group endings Future / conditionally: suivr-first group Ending Conjunctive Present: suiv'first-group endings Imperfect: suiv-second group of endings Imperative: suis, suivons, suivez Vivre'edit Conjugation vivre follows that of suivre , but for the past
participle , past historical and subjunctive imperfection in the waku-Vivre Participle: waku, vivant indicative present: visvis, visvis, vivons, vivez, vivent Imperfect: viv'first-group of endings Past historical: wacus, wakut, bacchut, waqut, wacum, wacum, wacum, wacum, wacum, wacum, wacum, wacum, wacum, wacum, wacum, wacum,
Vicum, Vicum, Vivent v'c'tes, v'curent Future/conditional: vivr-first group of endings Subgendent present: viv-first group of endings Imperfect: vacus, vacus, vacus, wakusions, wacuses, vacusent Imperative: vivons, vesoves was recommended for elimination, except for the forms of croatra, which will become croire homographers. The
verbs in -a'tre'edit' All verbs in -a'tre, except na'tre and rena'tre, are conjugated in this way. The last two verbs have different past involvement, the past historical and subjunctive imperfect. Paratre Participle: paru, paraissant Indicative present: parais, parais, paraissons, paraissez, paraissent Imperfect: paraiss-first group endings Past
historical: parus, parus, parus, parets, paris, parus, parusent Future/conditional: paratras of the first group endings Exclusive present: paraiss-group parusses, parusses, parussions, parussiez, parussent Imperative: paraissez, paraissez Although pa'tre Na'tre Participle: n', naissant Indicative Past historic: naqu'second-group endings
Subjunctive Imperfect: naqu'second-group endings Rena'tre very rarely found in the same way. Connatre conjugation as a parasite (in fact it is not associated with Crotre and derivatives edit Among the derivatives of the croatra, only recro'tre has a past participle with a circular accent. They're Them The only word where district accents
are added to the revised spelling, as all forms of participles (unlike only male sole) will get one to distinguish them from the forms of croire and recroire. The verbs accro'tre and d'cro'tre have only an accent in the future, conditional, and from the third person of the only real indicative (there are no such verbs as accroire and d'croire to
confuse them with). After the orthographic reforms of 1990, they have no accent at all (except for the only imperfect subjunctive inclination required in the third person). Cro'tre Participle: cruxant, indicative present: cut, cuts, croisssons, croissez, croissent Imperfect: croiss-first group of endings Past historic: cream, cream, cream, cream,
creams, banks of the future / conditional: cro'tre-first group of endings Subjunctive Present: croissss creons, crenes, creses, creme-imperative: croisses accroissant Indicative present: accrois, accrois, accroissons, accroisssez, accroissent Imperfect: accroiss accrual, accr'mes, accr'tes, accrurent Future/conditional: accro'tr-first group of
endings Present: accroiss-first group of endings Imperfect: accruals, accruals, accr't, accruals, accruals Imperative: accroissons accroissons accroissez -uire editing Conjugation of these verbs is in significant change in the historical past. Bruire conjugates as a second group verb, although its original conjugation, based on the foiebar, is
still common. Regular verbs edit In the past historical, forms based on regular second conjugation are also found, especially with monosyllabic verbs such as nuire, luire and cuire. In fact, this conjugation has all but supplanted the original in the case of luire and reluire (to the point where tension is often given as unused completely).
Reluire and monosyllabic verbs are almost never used in imperfect subjunctives. Nuire, luire and reluire also differ from regular -uire in having a past participle in-i, not-it. The use of non-standard forms varies depending on the end: verbs in -duire are in all forms, but verbs in -truire almost never use forms in -u'mes and -u'tes, although
forms in -uirent are common to both types. Produire Participle: produit, produisant Indicative Gift: produis, produis, produit, produisons, produisez, produisent Imperfect: produis-first group of endings Past historical: produis-second group of endings (non-standard: produ-second group of endings) Future / conditionally: produir-first group of
endings Subjunctive Present: produis-first group of endings Imperfect: produis Participle: lui, luisant Indicative Historical Past: lu'second-group endings (archaic: luis'second-group endings) Exclusive Imperfect: Unused (will luis'second-group endings) Reluire only exclusively applies to animes as such it is very rare outside of third parties. It
is now conjugated as a second group verb and exceptional from the third person, but archaic indicative imperfect forms of bruyait/bruyaient may arise in literary use. Bruire Participles: brui, bruissant Indicative present: bruises, bruises, brute, bruissons, bruissez, bruissent Imperfect: bruiss-first group endings Past historical: bru'second-
group endings Future / conditionally: bruirtive-first group of endings Subjuncc Present: bru'second-group endings the bruissez Verbs in -ure'edit' Verbs in -ure are in two groups: vanity and exclusive, which have past participation in -u, and inclure with a much rarer, almost defective perclure and reclure, part of which is in-us. Participles
and defectiveness aside, these verbs have the same conjugation. Because of the hom names much of it with what would have been if the infinities were in-er, there is a tendency to reconstruct the historical past on this basis. Conclure Participle: conclu, concluant Indicative present: concluzia, concluzia, contuz, contusions, contusions
Imperfect: conclu'first-group of endings Past historical: concluzia, concluzia, vanity, conclave (non-standard: concussion of the first group ending) conclues, conclue, concluies, concluiez, concluent Imperfect: conclusse, conclusses, concl't, conclussions, conclussiez, conclussent Imperative: Inclure Participle: inclus, incluant verbs in -
oire'edit' Croire'edit' All verb derived from croire or inferior. Participle: cru, croyant indiation present: crois, crois, croit, croyons, croyez, croient Imperfect: croy'first group ending Past historical: crus, crus, crus, creme, crurent Future/conditional: croir-first group ending subjunctive present: croie, croies, croyions, croyiez, croient Imperfect:
crusse, cruses, cruses, crusses, crusions, crusions, crusions, crusions croyons, croyez boire' Conjugation is like a conjugation, except for a secondary barrel buv-, not bev-: Participle: bu, buvant indicative present: boa, boa, fight, buvons, bouves, boivent Imperfect : buv'first group ending Past historic: bus, bus, but, bemes, baettes, burent
Future / Conditional: boir-first group ending Subjunctive Present: boives, boives, boives, buvions, buviez, buviez, buviez bussiez, bussent Imperative: bois, buvons, buvez verbs in -aire'edit' For raire and braire, see Appendix:French defective verbs. Faire'edit' Faire is the second most common verb in French (after Etre). Its two main
features are the pronunciation of forms in fais'vowel, pronounced /f'z/, and is one of the few verbs to have a second person plural that does not end in -ez beyond the historical past. For this reason, both analog refection of the second person plural present tentatively and -e-spelling are common in informal speech and writing, especially as
an eye dialect. Since, unlike heavy, derivative faire carry irregular second person ending, there is a tendency in many speakers to avoid this form because it is considered strange. Faire Participles: faisant faisant Approximate gift: fais, fais, fait, faits, font Imperfect: fais'first-group endings Past historic: f'second-group endings Future /
conditional: fer'first-group endings Prospective present: fass'first-group endings Imperfect: F-second-group faisons, faites Plaire and taire'edit' verbs derived from plaire are exceptionally different from taire in that, like other similar accents on i, it was recommended to be discarded in 1990 spelling reform. Plaire Participle: plu, plaisant
Indicative present: plais, plais, plais, plaisons, plaisez, plaisent Imperfect: plais-first group endings Past historical: plus, plus, please, pl'mes, pl'tes, plurent Future/conditional: plair-first group of endings Subjunctive present: plaisons, plaisez Taire Indicative present: tais, tais, taisons, taisez, taisent verbs in -traire'edit Use and traditional
grammar are at odds as to the question of whether traire and his close derivative terms (distraire, retraire, extraire, extraire) In 1877 Littre bemoaned the disappearance of the form. The word-final sequence /aji/ is a rarity in French, and these verbs are the only ones that will use it. However, the form has not been used for a long time
already in The Days of Littre (he, in fact, did not give any examples). Forms in -traisi- are quite common in the 19th century (e.g., in De Sade and Stendhal), but although the traire still remains exceptional in offending times, modern use has shifted to forms in -traya - for its derivatives where tension cannot be avoided, eclipsing
occasionally-trayi- which probably takes inspiration from Littr. This complex situation, where no form has an official sanction leads to other variations, such as third person's number in -airent (mirror image of the form found for verbs in -uire). Trire (traditional) (traditional) trait, trayant Indicative present: trais, trais, trait, trayons, trayez,
traient Imperfect: tray-first-group ending Past historical: Unused future/conditional: trair-first group ending of subjunctive inclination Present: traie, traies, traie, trayions, trayiez, traient Imperfect: Unused Imperative: trais, trayons, trayez traire (trayi-) Indicative Historical Past: tray'second-group endings Subsaving Imperfect: tray'second-
group endings Traire (traisi -) Indyk The historical past: trais-second group endings Of The Subdivised Imperfect: trais-second group endings Traire (traya-) Indicative Past Historical: tray'first-group endings Of the Somenate Imperfect: tray'first-group endings of the verbs in -ore 'edit' verbs in -ore represent a dilemma similar to the traire
family. Clore fell completely out of spoken use, and phased out of literary use too, SO that it practically lacks an indicative imperfect and past historical as well as subjunctive imperfect (although exceptional uses often occur); The untapped status of the first and second person plural in the present indicative leaves more room for debate.
However, its derivative oxlor remains in general use and, despite what grammars say, is alive and well in these times. The same applies to the Enclore. The main feature of these verbs is the presence of a circle in the third person, especially in the present indicative. Some have expanded it in the future, but this is considered wrong. Clore
Engagement: Clos, Clozant Indicative Gift: Clos, Clos, Clos, Klost, Claws, Closent Imperfect: Close of the first group endings Past Historic: Cloz by the second group of endings Future / conditional: Clor First Group Endings Of the Compatible Gift: The Bedz of the first group endings closons, Kloses Verbs in -ire edit All verbs in -ire, as in -
uire, show the tendency for a third party plural past historical to be built in-irent on the infinitive. This is probably due to the effects of heavy and rire, which are particularly common. The scary and derivative verbs edit the verbs dire and redire are the last verbs with irregular plural plural of the second person. Unlike faire, all its derivative
verbs have a regular form in -disez, this provides an additional incentive for an analogue meal of heavy and redire. Note that maudire is conjugated as a finir, but has a past involved-it. Dire, redire Participle: dit, disant Indicative present: dis, dis, dit, disons, dites (non-standard: disez), disent Imperfect: dis-first group of endings Past
second-group: dir'first-group - Subjunctive: dis'first-group Second-group: say Ban: It's not going to be It's not going to be enough. ', ', 'Suffice,', 'Suffice', 'to suffice,' and circoncire'edit' These three verbs conjugate as a regular -dire verb, but differ in their past participles: suffire's is in -i, confire's is in -it, while circoncire's-is. Suffire Participle:
suffi, suffisant Indicative Gift: suffix, suffix, suffix, suffisent Imperfect: suffis-first group endings Past historical: suff'second-group endings Future /conditionally: suffir-first group endings Substant Present: suffis-first group endings suffisons, suffisez Confire Participle: confi, confiant Circoncire Participle: circoncis, circoncisant Verbs in -
crire'edit) Future (and especially conditional) forms in Criver-often meet. Crire Participle:Crith, Criphant Show Gift: Chris, Chris, Crit, Criphones, crivez, crivent Imperfect: crivfirst group of endings Past historical: crivsecond group of endings Future / conditionally: crir of the first group of endings (non-standard: criver of the first group of
endings) Subjunctive present: crivfirst group of endings Imperfect: crivsecond-group ending Of The Imperative: crivez lit, lisons, lisez, lisent Imperfect: lis'first-group ending Past historic: lus, lus, lut, lumes, lutes, lurent Future/conditional: lir'first-group end of subjunctive inclination Present: lis'first-group ending Imperfect: lus, luss, lussions,
lussiez, luss Imperative: lis, lisons, lisez rire and sourire'edit' Because of the same phenomenon affecting verbs in -ure, rire and sourire, often conjugated in the past by historical and imperfect subjunctive inclinations, as if they had ended in -ier. Rire Participle: ri, riant Indicative Gift: ris, ris, rit, rions, riez, rient Imperfect: ri'first-group
endings Past historical: r'second-group endings (non-standard: ri'first-group endings) Future / Conditional: rir-first group of endings Sublingable present: ri'first-group endings Imperfect: r'second-group endings (non-standard: ri'first-group endings) Imperative:ris, rions, riez Notes (edit) - This classification is roughly based on Grevisse 2008 .
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